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FEISS TO DEBUT 78 NEW PRODUCTS AT SPRING HIGH POINT MARKET 
 
Rye, NY, April 10, 2013—Feiss will debut 45 portables, 13 floor lamps and 20 mirrors—a total of 78 new products—at 
the Spring High Point Market in North Carolina, April 20-25, in Showroom #IHFC C210. 
 
Below is a sampling of new Feiss products to be seen there for the first time.  
 
Visit Feiss: 
www.feiss.com 
www.facebook.com/feissmontecarlo 
http://pinterest.com/feissmontecarlo/ 
 

PORTABLES DESCRIPTION 

 

The new Helix portable by Feiss has a bold, spiral metal 
staircase design—finished in British Bronze—sitting atop 
its square crystal base. It has a Natural Beige linen 
hardback shade and is 17” wide by 31-1/2” high. 

 

 

This new, contemporary Laurie portable by Feiss features a 
spun metal body in a Brushed Steel finish, accented by a 
central wooden ring in Feiss’s new Charcoal Pit finish. With 
a Rustic Linen Hardback shade, Laurie’s dimensions are 27-
1/2” high and 17” in diameter. 

-more- 
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FEISS PORTABLES, continued DESCRIPTION 

 

Inspired by the emerging Hollywood Regency revival, this 
glossy new Harlowe portable by Feiss has a square metal 
base finished in Metallic Moondust and a crackled glass 
body topped by an Eggshell Shantung shade.  Its 
dimensions are 18” in width and 31” high. 

 

This new, Modern Prairie portable by Feiss to debut at 
April’s High Point Market is influenced by geometric 
shapes with its triangular sides and square base. Made 
with Onyx marble panels and a steel frame, Modern Prairie 
has a beautiful, round shantung hardback shade in Fawn 
Beige to lend softness to the overall industrial look. Its 
dimensions are 27” in height and 17” in diameter. 

 

This new LEX desk lamp by Feiss is well suited for 
residential or commercial spaces—a perfect blend of 
transitional style and convenience wrapped in one. The 
built-in USB port charges hand held devices while adding 
light to any work space. Its dimensions are 24” high, 14” in 
length and 7-3/8” wide—plus it’s finished in Bali Brass 
topped off with an Oval White cotton hardback shade. The 
LEX desk lamp is also available in a Brushed Steel finish 
with a True White cotton shade. 

 

 

 

The new LEX desk lamp by Feiss – shown here as it’s 
charging an iPad. 

-more- 
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FEISS PORTABLES, continued DESCRIPTION 

 

Modeling a more simplified turning, Feiss’s new Stateroom 
portable has a beautiful metal spun body and is finished in 
Bali Brass. It rests on a clear crystal base which gives added 
height and interest. With a round White cotton shade, its 
dimensions are 27” high and 16” in diameter. The 
Stateroom is also available in an Antique Nickel finish with 
a True White cotton shade. 

 

This new Trellis portable by Feiss has a traditional cutwork 
inspired by popular fabric patterns. Trellis is finished in a 
trendy Hi Gloss Grey and topped with a round White Linen 
shade. Its dimensions are 25-3/8” high and 16” in 
diameter. 

FEISS MIRRORS DESCRIPTION 

 

Inspired by the latest in contemporary Gothic furnishings, 
the new Wyndemere mirror by Feiss has a 19th Century 
Victorian ironwork pattern in an on-trend Electric Platinum 
finish. Wyndemere is 38.5” wide, 51” tall and 3.125” deep.  

 

The new Xera square mirror by Feiss has a raised blueberry 
vine design in a Quick Silver finish.  Its dimensions are 42” 
by 42”, and its depth is 1.5”. 

-more- 
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FEISS MIRRORS, continued DESCRIPTION 

 

The cutwork frame of this new Remy mirror by Feiss to 
debut at Spring High Point Market is modeled after the 
brand’s popular Remy chandelier collection. Its dimensions 
are 37” by 37” and 1” deep. It’s finished in Heritage Bronze 
and Parisienne Gold. 

 

 

 

The new-for-2013 Fiamma mirror by Feiss is a round, 40” 
in diameter mirror that replicates a warm sunburst. 
Designed on a Two-Tone Wood finish, the Fiamma is also 
1.125” deep. 

 

 

About Feiss/Monte Carlo Fan Company 
For almost 60 years, Feiss has offered a full line of high-quality interior and exterior residential lighting and portables in 
addition to ceiling fans through its Monte Carlo brand.  Feiss delivers refined, fashion-forward lighting at accessible price 
points and is known in the industry for its reliable products and exceptional customer care.  With pride in its past and a 
commitment to the future, employees from coast to coast and across the globe all work together to continually deliver 
the very best in lighting and service internationally. For product information or to find a nearby dealer, visit 
www.feiss.com and/or www.montecarlofans.com. 
 
About Generation Brands 
As the parent company of Feiss and Monte Carlo, Generation Brands is one of America's leading companies serving the 
lighting, electrical wholesale, home improvement, home décor, and building industries. Generation Brands has an 
outstanding portfolio of fashionable and functional lighting fixtures, ceiling fans and decorative products that provide 
value and growth for its customers and end-users. The company’s success is derived from its ability to provide its 
customers and end-users with superior service, leading edge design and outstanding quality. Generation Brands 
continues to increase marketing investments and develop operating and product synergies that enhance its value to the 
many markets it serves.  
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